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It is crucial to explore multi-century sea level responses under different emissions scenarios

despite underlying physical uncertainties that rapidly increase over time, because resulting coastal

risks fully manifest only on these longer timescales. Here, we use a set of climate and sea level

emulators to investigate sea level rise commitments out to 2300 for cumulative emission levels at

the start of every remaining 21

st

century decade under the five illustrative SSP-RCP scenarios. Our

results indicate that emissions until 2030 “lock in” around 1.0 m (66% model range: 0.8 to 1.3 m) of

global mean sea level rise in 2300 relative to 1995-2014. Under an intermediate emissions

scenario roughly in line with current climate policies (SSP2-4.5), median 2300 global mean sea level

commitments for cumulative emissions in 2050 (1.2 m) and 2100 (1.7 m) would be around 0.1 m

and 0.6 m higher than under a very low emissions scenario (SSP1-1.9). Global results are also

downscaled to selected regional sites and highlight that particularly vulnerable regions like low-

lying Pacific Islands will experience higher local committed sea level rise than the global average.

By attributing projected sea level rise commitments in 2300 to different cumulative emission levels

in the 21

st

century, the study aims to more clearly link mitigation efforts in the near term to longer

term coastal risk and to inform minimum adaptation requirements under different climate

futures.
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